Why CloudLink Powers
Software Enterprises
Zayo provides communications infrastructure solutions,
including fiber and bandwidth connectivity, colocation and cloud
infrastructure to the world’s leading businesses. Zayo’s 129,000
route miles and 12M fiber miles across the globe include extensive
metro connectivity to thousands of buildings and data centers.

“Enterprise usage of public cloud IaaS is still in its early phase.
There is strong interest among enterprise IT organizations to
increase use of public cloud IaaS and the major providers continue to
address barriers for large scale adoption. These factors will continue
to drive workload deployments in public cloud IaaS, and the market can
be expected to grow at the current rate for at least the next two years.”1
- Deepak Mohan, Research Director—Public Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), IDC

“CloudLink by Zayo is a direct, secure connection to major Cloud Service
Providers including AWS, Azure, and Google. As software enterprises rely more
and more heavily on cloud technology, a direct connection becomes increasingly
important. Though there are many, we have assembled the top five reasons why
software enterprises rely on CloudLink for their cloud connectivity solution.”
- Tyler Coates, Senior Vice President, Enterprise, Zayo
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5 Reasons

Why CloudLink Powers Software Enterprises
Accelerate Innovative Software Solutions
Today’s software as a service users are innovating at rapid
speeds. Infrastructure Management leaders are pressed to
find ways to support machine learning software, IoT solutions,
AI deployments, cryptocurrency mechanisms, cloud-native
app development and cognitive computing efforts just to
name a few. Software enterprises are leading the path
forward on innovation, but with this progress comes a need
to store larger amounts of data and workloads in the cloud.

CloudLink supports innovation in the software industry
by providing a direct connection to cloud service providers.
Of software enterprises, about “73 percent of organizations
expect to shift nearly all of their apps to cloud-based services
by 2020.”2 As enterprises continue to rely on cloud technology,
CloudLink will continue to provide the most direct, seamless
connection to these mission-critical applications.

Delight Users with Application Performance
Fast application load times and high throughput, even at peak
use times, are common expectations of today’s software
users. Applications ranging from transportation to delivery to
content must perform without hiccup in order to attract, retain
and delight users.

Software applications perform at a higher level with CloudLink.
CloudLink offers enterprises consistent speeds up to 100G
through Zayo’s predictable network routes and protected core
network.

Optimize Costs & Increase ROI
According to RightScale, “26 percent of enterprises spend
more than $6 million a year on public cloud, while 52 percent
spend more than $1.2 million annually.”3 As reliance on the
public cloud grows, oftentimes, so do monthly egress bills for
software enterprises as organizations transfer huge amounts
of data into and out of the cloud.

CloudLink optimizes cloud costs for software enterprises by
implementing a direct connection. Public internet connections
typically cost about three times as much as compared to direct
connections. Most CSPs charge enterprises about $0.09/G in
data egress fees when utilizing the public internet. Conversely,
CSPs typically reward enterprises for direct connections by
lowering those same data egress charges to only $0.02/G after
a direct connection has been implemented.

Protect User Data
With software personalization and user segmentation,
software companies now own a deep well of sensitive
customer data. “The global average cost of a data breach is
about $3.86 million.”4 Enterprises today must protect their
sensitive product, customer and financial data every mile to
and from the cloud.

CloudLink secures data for software enterprises by providing
a direct connection to the public cloud. CloudLink keeps
customer data safe by avoiding the risks of public internet,
providing 24x7 threat monitoring, protecting data from DDoS
attacks, and ensuring traffic is private and not intermingled
with other potentially malicious traffic.

Grow & Scale Continuously
Deloitte’s 2017 North America Technology Fast 500 states,
“Software companies consistently dominate the fastest
growing firms in North America, leading the index for the
22nd consecutive year.”5 With such rapid growth comes a
need for a flexible, expansive cloud connectivity partner who
can grow and scale with each enterprise.

1.	https://www.idc.com/getdoc.
jsp?containerId=prUS43196617
2. https://bit.ly/2qyU1sE
3. https://www.rightscale.com/lp/state-of-the-cloud

Through Zayo’s 12M mile all fiber backbone, CloudLink
connects enterprises from the first and last mile to 50+ Cloud
Services providers, via 300+ global on-ramps, in over 365
different markets across the world. CloudLink grows with
software enterprises. As an enterprise expands geographically
or migrates more workloads into the cloud, CloudLink scales
easily as we are not bound by limited geographic locations.

4. https://www.ibm.com/security/data-breach
5.	https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/technologymedia-and-telecommunications/topics/north-americatechnology-fast-500.html
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